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Are Resources a BUY  ????? I believe YES - this is a 2 year 
trade.. 
Now this is important & watch very closely what happens to 
resources  in the next 4 to 6 weeks - that will answer this 
question...  
As mentioned yesterday  resources are due for a period of “consolidation” 

I've been pushing resources for a while & just because they've had a good run doesn't mean its time to abandon ship - 
no quite the opposite ..  

Its time to build or add to resources - the yield trade has peaked & will deflate & as it does resources will be one of the 
big beneficiaries..  

A few brokers have gone to Sells on resource  stocks & pretty much everyone agrees – after rallying +48% from 
their (way oversold) levels in February – they are due for a big selloff.. 

But that assumes that “everyone” bought resources at their lows in February .. wrong – 
most didn’t. 
I’ll tell you why … 

• Many instos completely missed the resource rally in the 1st QTR – BUT what many don’t realise is that 
they also (correctly) missed the massive long term collapse in resources at the end of 2015 / early 
2016 , as well. 

• Many instos have been underweight resources for the last 12 to 18 months & done very well, so when 
they really got hammered in January & February – many were ‘”observers” of resources. 

• Don’t forget many thought it was the end of the world (so to speak) & as we know the bottom was 
confirmed not long after some complete wallay’s came out with their stupid “sell everything” note right at the 
bottom (how many times this happens in history is actually quite amazing). 

• 'Sell-off has barely begun' says £1.2bn investor”Murray International, which launched in 
1907 and is one of the oldest trusts around, has lived through two world wars. It now 
controls £1.2bn of investors' money. (Feb 17th  2016) 

• RBS tells investors: 'Sell everything'(Jan 12th  2016) 
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So there were plenty out there – near the bottom – causing massive fear & worries – that 
would have seen many fundies sit on the sidelines. 

• If they (institutional investors) had a go & bought stocks at this time & it went lower – then their 
Trustees (who are brilliant in hindsight in telling you what you should have done)  - would have said “it was 
obvious that markets were going to fall – didn’t you see what Murray International or RBS said.. So no one 
wants to take "unnecessary risks that could see you being fired for being seen as a "cowboy".. No,,, its 
just  safer to sit back and wait .. as most did (and some still continue to do)  

• So many fundies want to keep their jobs & buying when things back then were so uncertain – at the time we 
heard that “It has been the worst start for global stock markets since the Great Depression”… 

But resources rallied - did  

• So as resources rallied – do you really think that those who were underweight or out – suddenly came 
back in, ok a few maybe – but the majority didn’t– they had been so right for the last 18 months&so why 
change now. 

Now of the buyers – those who bought in January & February – guess what – they are 
genius’s – right .. they have to be .. absolute heroes.. 

• In a way they are, but the reality is a bit different. Yes there were some & the  very few who came 
in  have done well. 

BUT the cold hard reality – is that the majority of those buyers in January & February – had 
actually been buying for a long time & a lot higher up. 

• I know a few instos who were so miserable back in November 2015 as they had been buying plenty of 
cheap resource stocks in the previous 5 months & they had kept falling. 

•  In fact in November 2015  the Materials Index had fallen about -20% over the previous 5 odd 
months   but from Nov to Feb it dropped around another -25%. 

• So when the resources were slammed the  from September through to February the Quant Funds were 
the main sellers& the value funds & retail were the only buyers all the way down “averaging down”.   

• The main sellers of BHP for instance from 1st January to 22nd January (that was when Materails were sold off 
-13.5% into their low) were ALL big offshore brokers – the main net sellers by value were UBS -$154m, JPM -
$89m, CLSA -$87m, DB -$57m, CS -$47m Citi -20m & MS -$9m 

• The main brokers buying wewre Commm Sec +$89m & Morgans +$74m & then 8 other retailbrokers.  

• RIO was similar biggest net sellers were Citi -$68m, Nomura -$60m GS -$30m ,while again all RETAIL --
   buyers Evans & Partners +$79m, MS +$38m &Morgans +$16m & CommSec +$14m 

• So you get the picture & its pretty clear to me – the big offshore brokers were the big sellers  - while 
the little Aussie retail  brokers stood there sucking up all the smashed up resources.  

• This buying by retail I know, began mid to late in 2015 & continued hard  through Jan & Feb (they were 
also huge buyers of the banks late 2015 & in the Jan / Feb 2016  selloff) .  

•  So they really stood up & were at first beaten  up hard  by the selling, but for those that held – they would 
have done well in the end. 

• Value Funds had been buyers & they continued.. 

So who were the big sellers ?? 
• We know it wasn’t domestic instos – those who didn’t like resources had long sold out. 

• The main sellers were  
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• (1)  commodity trading advisers, or CTAs,that are hedge funds that use computer programs to guide how 
they trade – for instance when a stock or sector or index break down on a “technical level” they will  just keep 
shorting until the trend reverses.   

• & (2)  the Quant Funds  - how these guys didn’t care about the fundamentals or earnings – they were trading 
the trneds & as it was down – they were massive sellers all through late 2015 & early 2016.. They simply 
use  statistical techniques and math modelling rather than fundamental analysis to make investments. 

• Quant hedge fund might  look at stocks or sectors  & say (1) Over the past 10 years, whenever Company X 
stock rose by 10%, Company Y  declined by 5%; there’s a 65% correlation between the two. Or (2) Over the 
past 5 years, whenever trading volume of Company X exceeded Y, it increased by X% on average; there’s a 
50% correlation between the two. (3) In the past year, whenever oil exceeded $Z per barrel, Company X or 
Energy  declined by X% on average; there’s a 70% correlation between the two. 

 

• So in January the S&P 500 fell -5% & ASX 200 was down -5.48% ,,, BUT Computer-Driven Funds rose 
+4%, according to Hedge Fund Research. Such funds manage about US$260 billion globally. So they were 
short & cleaned up… 

This chart  just shows how Quant Funds have seen increases   in funds most years since 
2000 & thus how they "can move markets" when working together 

 
Source Coppo report 

So what happened 
• The Quan Funds – who had been the main sellers, began to cover their shorts, along with retail still buying & 

value funds still buying (the last 2 more-so averaging down) 

• So in reality very very few instos who had been short or underweight resources would have been a 
buyer in Feb– many admitted they missed the rally – but were not buyers now.. 

• While some who did “pick the bottom” would have taken their profit s& sold  after the rally stalled & we had 
the mini selloff in March. (see chart below) 

• Others who held longer -would – if they were trading - have been sellers in May&June when the rally 
stalled&went sideways (see chart below) Still the resources had bounced a “massive” +35% off their 
lows. 

• The consolidation in June - was actually “rotation of new buying”. 
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• The value funds may have traded in & out – but essentially this new level was where they had began 
accumulating before. 

So the reality to me is that ….. 
• The value funds (and retail investors) were the main buyers all the way down– they were alos the main 

buyers at the lows & on the way up 

• Any traders / retail who bought  - would have sold in either March or maybe waited until May / June – 
where the rally stalled (consolidated – the 2nd pink circle below) after a huge +35% rally. 

So when I hear that it’s time to sell simply because resources have rallied +48% doesn’t tell 
the true picture. 

• Many “new buyers” in resources  have only come in recently. 

• During the May / June consolidation – any one who had bought near the lows (as a trade)  was probably 
a seller, while those who had missed the lows & the rally used this opportunity to load up. 

• So for me I think that many are in reality up more like +10% to 15% on their resources & thus why would 
they be sellers?? 

• If they think (as I do) that resources are “cheap” on a 2 year view – and going into 
an EPS upgrade cycle – then the dips will be “bought” 

 

• Watch for higher lows in the selloffs.  
• That will tell us that there is a “underling buying “ by instos. 

 

Chart shows the Materials in the last year - with the "consolidation: (2nd pink circle)   

 
Source Coppo report 
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Will the chart below be similar to 2016 / 2017  ?? 
• The chart below show the Materials Index trading over  2 years back in November  2008 to October 2010 

• If we continue to see EPS upgrades over  time then the chart in 2016/ 2017 could look very simiar to this.. 

• Those who bought the dips back then did well & bar a on -15% fall & a -10% fall–all the other "sell 
offs"  were short & shallow. 

Every time the selloff ceased – the stocks ran straight  back up again & in almost every case 
– took out new highs.. 

• This is how I see it playing out here over the next 2 years. 

• Too many think the rally has gone “too far” and are waiting for  a decent pullback to get in. 

• Problem is when everyone  has the same idea – then when the selloffs come & everyone is waiting for a 
decent fall – some bugger comes in & starts buying early & stuffing it up for the rest -  & so everyone 
then has to join in - before the selloff goes very far..Hence Buy the dips… because if you don’t others will be.. 

• China & US growth will dominate the moves – but if both can maintain GDP then the commodity cycle has a 
lot further to run.. 

Materials  Index from Nov 2008 to Oct 2010

 
Source Coppo report 
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Lastly - this is important & tells me a lot - value being traded is telling a ”big picture” 
• Back in the last QTR of 2016 (Dec QTR) the  1st QTR of 2016  - as  resources were hitting their bottoms - we 

saw low value as Quant Funds & CTA’s were the main sellers & most instos stayed on the sidelines.. 

• As resources  recovered +10.6% in the 2nd QTR (March Qtr) value was still low around $60.8 billion– 
the main buyers here were shorts covering, Quant & CTA’s covring shorts / going long. They didn’t  care 
about a “sell everything” headline.. They trade the trend. 

• BUT as it became obvious that the worst in resources had passed – then the “all clear signal was 
given” & many instos – having been out or underweight resources came in & as a result we 
saw $71.8b trade in June QTR & then another $72.1b in the Qtr just gone (Sept QTR). 

• Over those last 2 QTR’s Materials may have risen +23%, but for most they are more likely in around 
levels about -13% below where they are now. 

• The value traded last QTR (Sept Qtr 2016) was the highest seen in over 4 years– since June Qtr 2012 
($76b back then). 

 

So the sheer value tells me that the insto reweighting into resources has really  only just 
began in the last 4 to 5 months. 

• Many have missed it so far & will be looking at US GDP or Chinese growth & saying it’s still too early to get 
in.. Some will wait to see what ha They are the  ones who will be buying much higher next year. 

• Others will sit back & just “buy the dips” over the rest of 2016 & through much of 
2017… 

Table shows "Quarterly  value" in Materials  - look at how its spiked (not in March QTR when we 
saw the lows) but in the 2 "consolidation" QTRS after. 
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Source Coppo report 
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Lastly - its worth being aware of this  
• There is a lot of interest building from offshore instos who are seeing cash flowing into resource related 

& cyclical  funds from European & UK retail investors & they will continue to buy resources over time..  

• The Emerging markets theme will continue & after China’s recent GDP coming in flat ( that was 
important as the drop to 6% that many have been calling for has not happened  - it has stabilised tat 
6.7%)  – means that over time we’ll see more interest.  

• With that China theme emerging – Australia will benefit & the resources as well.  

• But so too will the $A that is going to 80c (and then 82c) if this scenario plays out over the next few 
months. 

•  Thus is why I have been bullish for a while & will continue to be well in 2017… 

• The yield trade has peaked & as it deflates -  resources will be one of the (big) winners - I have no 
doubt about that.. 
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER 

 

This is a confidential and private communication intended solely for clients of Bell Potter Securities Limited ABN 25 
006 390 772 AFSL 243480 and its related bodies corporate (“Bell Potter”) who have subscribed to The Coppo Report. 
It is not intended for public circulation or for the use of any third party. Copyright in The Coppo Report belongs to Bell 
Potter and the information in this report cannot be reproduced, sold or redistributed without our express written 
consent. We reserve the right to intercept and monitor the content of email messages to and from our systems. 

 

The information in The Coppo Report is of a general nature only and has been prepared without taking into account 
any particular individual’s investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs (‘relevant circumstances’). 
Before acting on this information, you should carefully consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your own 
relevant circumstances and if necessary, seek appropriate professional advice. We cannot guarantee the performance 
or return on investments and those acting on this information do so at their own risk. This report is not an offer or 
solicitation to buy or sell any security and we are not soliciting any action based on this report. 

 

We believe this information is correct at the time of its compilation however no warranty is made as to its accuracy, 
reliability or completeness. Bell Potter has no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in this report change. 
Any estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised. Past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. The information in this report may not reflect information known to, or the 
opinions of, professionals in other Bell Potter departments, including Research and Corporate Finance. To the 
maximum extent permitted by law, Bell Potter and our officers, employees and consultants do not accept any liability 
or responsibility for any loss or damage arising from the use of this report. 

 

Bell Potter, our officers, employees and agents may receive commission and fees from transactions involving 
securities and other investments referred to in this report which our representatives may directly share. We have 
effected or may effect transactions for our own account on securities and other investments in this report and may 
make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report. 

 

This report is approved for distribution in Hong Kong to professional investors by Bell Potter Securities (HK) Limited, 
SFC CE No. AZW955. It is not for release, publication or distribution to any persons in any other country outside 
Australia (including the United States and the United Kingdom), unless they are institutional investors. 
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